
Self-Concept 
 

● Explain what you like and what you don’t like about yourself 
● Appreciate your own achievements more 

 
 
Introduction 
Who are you?  Not just your name, school or identity.  What if you had to explain yourself to 
yourself?  This is called SELF-CONCEPT.  You develop this early in life and revise and 
reassess this throughout your life. 
 
Developing a self-concept is like looking in a mirror because it depends so much on how you 
believe others see you.  You imagine how others view you and your experience in a situation 
might confirm or deny that.  
 
For instance, you might think of yourself as a ‘loner.’  Then someone invites you bowling and 
you have a good time as part of a team.  The most likely result is that you might adjust your 
self-concept.  
 
How does the idea of self-concept relate to the world of work?  Have you heard of people saying 
“I am a mechanic,” “I am an office manager,” in describing their social roles.  What you do in the 
world of work forms a large part of your self-concept as an adult.  It’s important then for you to 
truly and honestly explain yourself to yourself.   This might lead to a  better occupation for you! 
 
 
 
Identifying Your Self-Concept T/I (8 marks) 
 
Answer the following questions and give examples that illustrate your answers. 
 

1. How is it helpful for us to compare ourselves with other people? 
2. Is it sometimes harmful to compare ourselves with others? 
3. With whom do you compare yourself? 
4. Whom do you admire most? 
5. Why do you admire this person? 
6. Do you try to be like this person? 
7. What is a social role? 
8. Describe your social role. 

 
 
 
 
 



Words That Describe  Me 
 
1. From the list of words, choose 10 words that describe you. T/I  (5 marks) 
 
able hostile clumsy diligent 
adaptable bitter cold disagreeable 
adventurous bold communicates well distrustful 
troubled bossy complex strong opinions 
agreeable calm compulsive arrogant 
aggressive capable confident easygoing 
alert carefree conforming energetic 
ambitious careless congenial enthusiastic 
anxious cautious considerate expressive 
not interested certain controlled flexible  
assertive cheerful co-operative forgiving 
authoritative clever courteous frustrated 
cranky hardworking like to argue good friend 
creative honest punctual graceful 
credible hospitable reflective grateful 
curious humble reliable greedy 
dependable humorous responsible warm 
devious independent rude grumpy 
initiator intelligent involved kind 
likeable logical lonely loyal 
modest nervous optimistic orderly 
outgoing patient persistent physically fit 
polite proud risk-taking self-confident 
self-reliant sincere stubborn social 
sympathetic tactless talkative tense 
thorough timid tolerant touchy 
unappreciated vain versatile well-groomed 
 
2. Of the list of the words, which word(s) would you like to change?          A  (3 marks) 
The words should be more positive and can be opposites/antonyms (opposite in meaning) or 
synonyms (same meaning but more positive). 
 
3. Choose 10 words that DO NOT describe you well.  Would you like to be able to use any of 
these words in a description of yourself in the future?                              T/I (5 marks) 
 
My Accomplishments and Satisfactions T/I (6 marks) 
 
1. What things have you done that made you feel good?  What did others say?  How did you 

feel?  


